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Hey y'all! It is the middle of the night and I am working away on *Against the Grain* for February. Sitting here, reading all the information that we have all composed for each other to read, I am overcome with a great sense of love for what I am doing and for all of you who are making it possible!

This issue is just a case in point. Guess what’s in it? A discussion of Ariel. A look at bookshops in Philadelphia. A tip about a carp tunnel. More on paperbacks versus hardbacks. Several looks at the new Texaco ruling by *Sandy Thatcher* and *Lolly Gasaway*. Interviews with fabulous people like *Knut Dorn* and *Joe Alen*. And on and on and on.

You’ll notice a new look to the table of contents with this issue. Do you like it or not?

I guess I have gushed enough. Time to finish what I am doing and get back to bed. Love and kisses to all of you. And happy new year!

**Yr. Ed.**

PS — Have you filled out the *ATG Reader Survey* in the November issue???? No excuses whatsoever will be accepted! Get to it! Now!